Ataxia-telangiectasia (A-T) is an autosomal recessive disorder characterized by progressive neurological deficits, including prominent ocular motor dysfunction. Unstable fixation often leads to difficulty reading and blurred vision. Here we characterize the disturbance of visual fixation in A-T.
Introduction
Ataxia-Telangiectasia (A-T) is a multi-system autosomal recessive disorder linked to the ataxia-telangiectasia mutated gene (ATM) on chromosome 11q22-23, and characterized by neural degeneration, immunodeficiency, and a predisposition to malignancy. [1] Progressive ocular motor dysfunction is prominent in A-T. [2] [3] [4] [5] In previous studies, the quantitative description of the ocular motor deficits was limited to reflexive and voluntary saccades, pursuit, vestibular and optokinetic slow phases, and cancellation of the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR). [3] [4] [5] Fixation abnormalities such as spontaneous jerk nystagmus and saccadic intrusions were described clinically, but they have not been characterized quantitatively, and their potential impact on vision has not been addressed. [4] Many A-T patients are disturbed by jumping of the visual surround and difficulties reading -the consequences of poor visual fixation. Jerk nystagmus (in the subsequent text called 'nystagmus') is characterized by drifts in eye position followed by a rapid correction (quick phase). Saccadic intrusions are saccades that disrupt steady fixation. Saccadic oscillations, one type of saccadic intrusion, are bursts of uncalled-for, back-to-back, saccades without an intersaccadic interval. These oscillations are known as ocular flutter (when purely horizontal) or opsoclonus (when multidimensional). [6] [7] [8] The other subtype, square-wave saccadic intrusions, are defined by the presence of two consecutive saccades, separated by approximately 200 milliseconds, the first one away from the target and the second back to it. [9, 10] Here we quantify nystagmus, saccadic oscillations, and square-wave saccadic intrusions in A-T and infer their impact on vision. Such quantitative measures of abnormal gaze-fixation allow establishing objective measure for therapeutic trials in A-T. Furthermore we suggest a pathophysiology for these fixation abnormalities given the known pathology in A-T. 
Methods
The experimental protocol was approved by an ethics committee at the Zurich University Hospital and The Johns Hopkins University. These protocols adhered to the Declaration of Helsinki for research involving human subjects.
Patient characteristics
The study was conducted on 13 A-T patients, median age 26 (7 male [ages 13 to 54 years] and 6 females [ages 13 to 29] ), who signed written informed consent. Four patients had a relatively milder than usual clinical course due to homozygous or heterozygous "leaky" splice-site mutations of the ATM gene. [11, 12] The other nine patients showed abnormal chromosomal breakage following ionizing radiation, increased levels of serum alpha fetoprotein, and typical clinical and laboratory features of A-T. [11] [12] [13] All patients met previously defined criteria for the diagnosis of A-T. [14] Search coil recordings Three-dimensional eye movements were recorded from one eye using dual search coils (Skalar Instruments, Delft, The Netherlands) in five patients (three males and two females). Search coil annuli were calibrated and then placed on one eye after local anesthesia with oxybuprocaine 0.4%. [15] The coil frame around the head generated three orthogonal digitally synchronized magnetic wave field signals. The search coil orientation with respect to the magnetic wave field signals were used to estimate the angular eye position. The signals were sampled at 1,000 Hz.
Video oculography
Video oculography (VOG) was used to record eye movements in eight patients (four males and four females). Eye position was sampled at 60 Hz with monocular VOG (SMI ® system). The data was saved for offline analysis.
Data analysis
The eye position signals were calibrated and further processed with interactive programs written in the Matlab ® (Mathworks; Natick, MA) environment. Bursts of saccadic oscillations without an intersaccadic interval were identified by visual inspection and then quantified by fitting a sinusoidal function. Square-wave saccadic intrusions were characterized by their amplitude and intersaccadic interval.
Nystagmus cycles were interactively identified from the eye position signal. Eye position was differentiated to derive slow-phase velocity. The values of slow-phase velocity in each nystagmus beat were sorted in ascending order, and median drift velocity was used as the value for the slow-phase velocity of the nystagmus. [16] 
Results

Qualitative characteristics of fixation abnormalities in A-T
An example of attempted gaze fixation in one A-T patient ( Figure 1 ) illustrates three principal abnormalities -nystagmus, square-wave saccadic intrusions (SWSI), and saccadic oscillations (SO). Nystagmus was present during primary (straight-ahead) gaze (spontaneous nystagmus, Figure 1B ) and eccentric gaze (gaze-evoked nystagmus, Figure 1C ). Gaze-evoked nystagmus was characterized by centripetal drifts and corrective eccentering quick phases (saccades) ( Figure 1C ). In most patients on horizontal eccentric gaze the gaze-evoked nystagmus also had a vertical component, appearing as an oblique nystagmus on clinical examination. Figure 1D illustrates an example of SWSI; they were classified into two subtypes by their waveform, monophasic SWSI were characterized by a saccade that takes the eyes away from the target and a return saccade that brings the eyes back to the target. [8] There was an intersaccadic interval of ~200 ms. Biphasic SWSI were characterized by a saccade that took the eyes away from the target and after an interval of about 200 ms (or more) there was a hypermetric saccade in the opposite direction. Since the return saccade overshot the target another corrective saccade was needed to take the eyes back to the target. Figure 1D shows both of these subtypes. Figure 1E depict examples of SO. These oscillations were not continuous, but appeared in bursts every few seconds ( Figure 1E ).
Arrows in
Quantitative characteristics of abnormal gaze fixation in A-T
Nystagmus
Spontaneous nystagmus was assessed during attempted straight ahead fixation. Though the following measurements are based on monocular recordings, the nystagmus appeared conjugate in all patients. In eight patients the spontaneous horizontal nystagmus periodically changed direction -periodic alternating nystagmus (PAN). Figure 2 graphs the profile for the slow-phase velocity of nystagmus in the eight patients with PAN. Each panel in Figure 2 represents one patient. Each data point represents the slow-phase velocity of nystagmus. Positive data points represent the eye velocity of rightward drifts and negative point leftward drifts. The best sinusoidal fit to the slow-phase velocity is shown by a black line. The amplitude of the sinusoid represents the peak slow-phase velocity; the period is the inverse of its frequency. We noticed a remarkable variability in the period of the oscillation among eight patients (15 seconds to 4 minutes) though there was little variability within the patients. Clinically,
Periodic alternating nystagmus
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the cycle-to-cycle variability of periods in patients with longer cycle length appeared smaller though the length of the recording time in these patients was insufficient to quantify it. Supplementary table 1 summarizes the peak slow-phase velocities and the periods of the PAN in the eight patients.
Non-periodic (i.e., persistent) spontaneous nystagmus
Horizontal nystagmus
The five patients who did not show PAN had a relatively constant velocity, horizontal spontaneous nystagmus in straight-ahead gaze. Box and whisker plots in Figure 3A illustrate the horizontal slow-phase velocity for each patient. Three of five patients (black box-whisker plots in Figure 3A ) had rightward drifts during straight ahead gaze, while two (dashed box-whisker plots in Figure 3A ) had leftward drifts. Supplementary table 2 illustrates a summary of slow-phase velocity of the horizontal spontaneous nystagmus in the five patients.
Vertical nystagmus
Spontaneous vertical nystagmus was present in seven patients. For each patient, the slow-phase eye velocity of the vertical nystagmus is summarized as box and whisker plots in Figure 3B . The vertical nystagmus was upward drifting and down beating (i.e., downbeat nystagmus) in six of seven patients (black box-whisker plots in Figure 3B ). In one patient the vertical nystagmus was downward drifting and up beating (upbeat nystagmus, dashed box-whisker plot in Figure 3B ). Supplementary table 3 summarizes the slow-phase velocity of the vertical nystagmus in these patients.
Torsional nystagmus
We were able to evaluate torsion in the five patients in whom we used scleral search coils; all showed torsional nystagmus. The direction of the slow-phase did not change in any patient, The slow-phase velocity of the torsional nystagmus is summarized as box and whisker plots in Figure 3C and Supplementary table 4.
Saccadic Intrusions
Micro-saccadic oscillations (SO)
SO were seen in nine patients. These oscillations were always horizontal, consistent with the definition of ocular flutter. Though the measurements of SO were based on monocular recordings, clinically, the oscillations appeared conjugate in all patients.
The box and whisker plots in Figure 4 summarize the frequencies ( Figure 4A ) and amplitudes ( Figure 4B ) of SO in each A-T patient. Supplementary table 5 represents the detailed summary of their frequency and amplitude.
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Square-wave saccadic intrusions (SWSI)
SWSI were present in 11 A-T patients. Low amplitude SWSI are reported in healthy humans but an abnormally large amplitude or frequency of SWSI may suggest central pathology. [9] We quantified the amplitude and frequency of SWSI in A-T patients, and compared the results with the corresponding database from healthy subjects (normal database was previously reported by Abadi and Gowen -reference 9). Figure 5A illustrates the distribution of their amplitudes. The x-axis illustrates saccade amplitude in degrees and the y-axis represents the number of SWSI for the given amplitude bin. The amplitudes ranged between 1º -18.2º (median: 3º; mean ± standard deviation: 4.3º ± 2.8º). In normal subjects the mean (± standard deviation) values of SWSI amplitudes and intersaccadic intervals were 0.5º (±0.2º) and 225 (±150) milliseconds, respectively. [9] The amplitudes of the SWSI in our patients were significantly larger than those in normal individuals (Mann-Whitney U Test: U= 21483, z=3.35, p<<0.001). The different subtypes of saccadic intrusions can be classified based on their intersaccadic interval. For example, saccadic oscillations are saccadic intrusions without an intersaccadic interval, while SWSI have an intersaccadic interval. Furthermore, the two subtypes of saccadic intrusions have distinct pathophysiological correlates. We used the intersaccadic interval criteria to distinguish between SWSI and saccadic oscillations. Figure 5B illustrates the distribution of the intersaccadic intervals. The x-axis represents bins of the intersaccadic interval, while the y-axis represents the number of the SWSI for the given interval. The intersaccadic interval ranged from 50 to 800 milliseconds (median: 300 milliseconds; mean ± standard deviation: 327 ± 127 milliseconds). In normal subjects the mean (± standard deviation) values of SWSI intersaccadic intervals was 225 (±150) milliseconds. [9] There was no difference in the intersaccadic intervals (Mann-Whitney U Test: U=1225, z=1.31, p=0.2). [9] Box and whisker plots in Figure 5C ,D illustrate the distribution of amplitudes ( Figure 5C ) and intersaccadic intervals ( Figure 5D ) of SWSI of individual patients. The frequencies of SWSI were between 7 and 24 intrusions/minute (normal range: 1-42 intrusions/minute; reference: 9).
Impact of abnormal fixation on stable vision
Normal visual acuity requires that the stability of the eye meet certain thresholds of velocity and time for which the image is on the fovea. For best acuity images on the fovea must drift at less than 2.5º/second -we termed this the "image velocity criterion" -for a minimum of at least 100 milliseconds. [17, 18] We isolated epochs of gaze holding when the eye velocity (i.e., image velocity on the retinal fovea) was less than 2.5º/second. The duration of each epoch was computed. This duration ranged between 113 -2690 milliseconds (Supplementary table 7 ). The percent time during which the image velocity criterion was met, i.e., summed epoch durations over total recording time, ranged between 3.5 -32.9 % (Supplementary table 7).
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Discussion
Impaired gaze fixation due to both nystagmus and saccadic intrusions substantially affects quality of vision in A-T. Reported cohort 13 patients included many older individuals, and are known to have a range of mutations that completely or partially impair ATM protein function. These data thus should not be used to make any inference about the relative frequency or age of appearance of these impairments in patients with typical A-T. Nonetheless, all patients showed substantial abnormalities that likely contributed to the visual symptoms of patients with A-T.
Pathophysiology of nystagmus
Spontaneous nystagmus and PAN occur in degenerative and focal cerebellar lesions. [19, 20] Stell and colleagues (1989) described PAN with typical cycle durations (4 minutes) in two A-T patients. Degeneration in Purkinje neurons can result in an increased time constant and instability of the vestibular velocity-storage mechanism. [19] [20] [21] As a response to sustained unidirectional nystagmus, the vestibular adaptive mechanism reverses the direction of the nystagmus inducing the oscillations of PAN. [19] [20] [21] The duration of PAN cycle depends on the adaptation time constant. A shorter time constant may be responsible for the short cycle PAN that was apparent in some of our patients. It is possible that underlying mechanisms for spontaneous, nonperiodic horizontal nystagmus could be still related to that of PAN with a larger velocity offset. However, the latter cause is unlikely because we did not notice a cyclic fluctuation in the slow-phase velocity of the non-periodic horizontal nystagmus. A small vestibular bias with coexisting deficit in the gaze-holding mechanism can shift the null position from the central gaze. [22] This mechanism could explain the non-periodic horizontal nystagmus in central position seen in some of our A-T patients.
Downbeat nystagmus could result from the disinhibition of the superior vestibular nucleus secondary to the degeneration of Purkinje neurons. [23, 24] The mechanism for upbeat nystagmus in A-T is not clear. Contemporary hypotheses attribute upbeat nystagmus to lesions in the pons or caudal medulla and an inhibition of superior vestibular nucleus. [25] [26] [27] [28] Whether this mechanism also applies to A-T patients is unclear.
Pathophysiology of saccadic oscillations (SO)
SO can be due to instability in the cell membranes of the saccadic burst neurons. [8, 29, 30] In A-T such instability could be related to the disinhibition of fastigial oculomotor region (FOR) because of Purkinje cells loss, resulting in instability of the feedback loop projecting to the saccadic burst neurons. [31] The FOR projects to the omnidirectional pause neurons (OPN) of the saccadic burst generator, as well as to the burst neurons themselves. [32, 33] Excitatory (EBN) and inhibitory (IBN) burst neurons receive inhibitory projections from OPN. A key role of the OPN is to maintain sustained inhibition of EBN and IBN when steady fixation is required. When a saccade is required, inhibition of the OPN upon the EBN and IBN is removed, and it has been proposed that 9 this can lead to a sudden rebound increase in the firing rate of these burst neurons [34, 35] . Such a rebound burst in discharge could facilitate the rapid acceleration of saccades necessary to bring eyes to the high speeds. [34, 35] The ipsilateral IBN also project to the contralateral IBN, presumably to prevent them from becoming active (via rebound after OPN disinhibition) and inhibiting the agonist premotor and motor neurons. [34] The reciprocal inhibition of two IBN populations across the midline forms a neural circuit with a positive feedback loop (two inhibitions function like an excitation). When the FOR is dysinhibited, the feedback loop becomes unstable leading to SO. [29] A number of factors determine the frequency of oscillations. The physiological variability in the burst neuron membrane properties can explain the variability in the frequency of SO amongst our patients. [8, 29] 
Pathophysiology of square-wave saccadic intrusions (SWSI) in A-T
SWSI are commonly present in patients with cerebellar disease. They also can be produced with experimental inactivation of either the mesencephalic reticular formation or substantia nigra pars reticulata. [36] SWSI also occur in healthy individuals. [9] In our group of A-T patients the amplitude, but not the intersaccadic intervals or the frequency (number of intrusions per minute) of the SWSI was greater than that reported in healthy subjects. [9] How can cerebellar dysfunction contribute to the increased amplitude of SWSI? One of the possible mechanisms for the cerebellar origin of SWSI was proposed in patients with spinocerebellar ataxia with saccadic intrusions and neuropathy -SCASI. [37] This study assumed that under normal circumstances, unwarranted saccadic signals arriving to the deep cerebellar nuclei (via mossy fibers) are suppressed by the inhibition from the cerebellar cortex. In patients with cerebellar cortical degeneration and disinhibition of deep cerebellar nuclei, the unwarranted saccade signals arriving via mossy fiber collaterals can generate substantial output to cause a saccade. This hypothesis supported the increased frequency of SWSI in patients with SCASI, however in A-T patients the frequency of SWSI was not different from normal subjects. [9] We propose the following as a possible mechanism for SWSI in A-T. The brainstem saccade generator, including the nucleus reticularis tegmenti pontis (NRTP), sends saccade-related signals via mossy fibers and their collaterals to the fastigial oculomotor region (FOR), and via granule cells and their parallel T-fibers to the Purkinje neurons in the cerebellar cortex. When steady fixation is desired, inhibition of the FOR, via intact Purkinje neurons, would suppress any extraneous saccade signals. Hence, there would be minimal or no output from the FOR to disrupt fixation. When there is a loss of inhibitory influences on the FOR and a consequent membrane depolarization, their spontaneous discharge pattern could switch from a steady state to periodic bursting. [38, 39] This phenomenon relates to the inherent pacemaker properties and the ion channel expression profile of FOR neurons. Furthermore, stimulation of the FOR stimulates contraversive and inhibits ipsiversive saccades. [40] Following on this, any spontaneous periodic bursts of neural discharge in the right and left FOR could be mismatched temporally (firing on one side but not the other) and result in saccadic intrusions. Furthermore, saccade amplitude during SWSI could be determined by the 10 strength of the spontaneous bursts (i.e., the severity of disinhibition). On the other hand, the frequency of saccadic intrusions might not change since the inherent burst frequency in the FOR is determined by the magnitude of conductance and the kinematic properties of the underlying pacemaker ion channels, and it is unlikely that the ion channel expression profile would be altered by disinhibition secondary to loss of Purkinje neurons. [38] Since there was no correlation between the increase in the amplitude of SWSI and their frequency our findings are consistent with two independent underlying mechanisms for the amplitude and frequency of the SWSI.
Stable fixation
Finally, analysis of eye stability in our patients showed that their eye velocity was commonly above the minimum threshold allowing for clear vision. This, along with the previously described disorders of saccade and pursuit associated with A-T, combine to limit visual function.
Caveats
We did not measure visual acuity during various phases of attempted gaze holding. Future studies directly correlating visual acuity with the eye velocity (both measured in real time and during natural behavior such as reading) would be beneficial. VOG was used to measure eye movements in seven patients. Due to technical limitations of this technique, very short intersaccadic intervals (<16 milliseconds) cannot be reliably measured. In our patients, even those recorded with search coils (1000 Hz sampling rate), the intersaccadic intervals of SWSI were more than 100 milliseconds. Low sampling rate in VOG may limit the ability to precisely measure the features of very high frequency saccadic oscillations (>30 Hz). In our patients (including those recorded with the search coil) however, the median oscillation frequency was less than 20 Hz. Therefore, we are confident in the interpretation of our results even though we used VOG in some patients.
Implications for understanding of limb tremor in A-T
Postural and kinetic limb tremors were observed in this group of A-T patients. Here we speculate upon the common mechanisms for the coexistence of limb tremor and SO in A-T. In many respects ballistic limb movements are generated by mechanisms analogous to those for saccades. [41] For example, reciprocal innervation is noted in spinal as well as central neurons controlling limb movements. [42] Thalamocortical relay (TC) neurons send glutamatergic excitatory projections to thalamic reticular (TR) neurons. TR neurons send GABA mediated inhibitory projections to TC neurons. [43, 44] TR neurons mutually inhibit each other via inhibitory collaterals. [43, 44] Thus interactions between TC and TR neurons make reciprocal loops with positive feedback from the TC to TR neurons, negative feedback from TR to TC neurons, and mutually inhibitory TR neurons (analogous to EBN and IBN of saccadic burst generating circuit). [43] The globus pallidus internus (GPi) sends inhibitory projections to TC and TR neurons in the motor thalamus. [43, 44] Hence, the reciprocally innervated neural network formed by the TC and TR neurons might be inherently unstable.
Physiologically, this network is under control by external inhibition from the GPi (analogous to OPN in saccade generating circuit). We recently showed that the circuit of reciprocally innervated neurons oscillate when the excitability of the premotor neurons is increased. [41] Analogous to the mechanism of SO discussed above, the effects of loss of the inhibitory effect of cerebellar Purkinje neurons might depolarize the membrane and increase the excitability of premotor neurons, and lead to the appearance of cerebellar tremor.
In summary, our findings suggest that degeneration of the cerebellar cortex and subsequent disinhibition of the projection sites of the Purkinje neurons contribute to the gaze-fixation deficits and limb tremor in A-T. This hypothesis further suggests a potential therapeutic benefit of GABAergic drugs in A-T.
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